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ABSTRACT
Clustering ensemble combines some clustering outputs to obtain
better results. High robustness, accuracy and stability are the most
important characteristics of clustering ensembles. Previous
clustering ensembles usually use k-means to generate ensemble
members. The main problem of k-means is initial samples which
have high effect on final results. Refining initial samples of kmeans increases the complexity of algorithm significantly. In this
paper we try to predict initial samples, especially for clustering
ensemble, without any increasing in time complexity. In this
paper we introduce two approaches to select the initial samples of
k-means intelligently to generate ensemble members. The
proposed methods increase both accuracy and the speed of
convergence without any increasing in time complexity. Selecting
one sample from each cluster of previous result and selecting k
samples which have minimum similarity to each other from coassociation matrix are the two proposed method in refining initial
samples of k-means. Clarity, simplicity, fast convergence and
higher accuracy are the most important parameters of proposed
algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate the effect of
proposed algorithm in convergence and accuracy of common
datasets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is used to divide data into similar groups. The
members of each group have maximum similarity with each other
and have maximum dissimilarity with the ensemble members of
other groups. Because of the characteristic of each data set, there
is not a perfect clustering algorithm which performs well in all
conditions. Therefore, clustering ensembles is used as a powerful
method which can obtain better accuracy that a single clustering
algorithm. Clustering ensembles mainly consist of three steps:
generating some bootstrap samples or sub samples of input data,
applying different clustering algorithms on these bootstrap
samples to obtain partitions as the results and using a consensus
function to obtain a final partition. Clustering ensembles can offer
better solutions in terms of robustness, novelty and stability [1, 2,
and 3].

Previous studies mainly focused on 4 approaches to improve the
results, using different clustering algorithms to produce partitions
for combination [4] , changing initialization or other parameters
of a clustering algorithm [3,5], using different features via feature
extraction for subsequent clustering [1,6,7] and partitioning
different subsets of the original data [8,9,10,11,12,13].
All above introduced mechanisms try to produce higher accuracy
and faster convergence from different aspects. But these
mechanisms usually can not gather both high accuracy and fast
convergence. In this paper we introduce an algorithm which has
both high accuracy and fast convergence.
Previous clustering ensemble algorithms usually use k-means as
first clustering algorithm which generates the ensemble members.
The simplicity and clarity of k-means made it popular in
clustering.
The major problem of k-means algorithm is initial samples. It has
been reported that the solutions obtained from the k-means are
dependent on the initial samples [14, 15]. In the first step of kmeans algorithm, we must select k initial samples which k is the
number of clusters. There are many methods which select the
initial samples intelligently [14, 16, 17]. They study the whole
feature spaces to select k initial samples. They usually study the
feature space and select the initial samples using probabilistic
method. Therefore, they increase the complexity of their
algorithms considerably. In this paper we try to predict initial
samples, especially for clustering ensemble, without any
increasing in time complexity. We try to combine simplicity and
accuracy with each other. We think that the simplicity of each
algorithm make it popular between algorithms.
Two algorithms which select the initial samples intelligently are
introduced in this paper. Clustering ensemble consists of two
major steps, generating partitions (ensemble members) and
consensus function which obtains the final partition. Previous
clustering ensemble algorithms usually use some independent
runs of k-means in generating partitions and the initial samples of
the k-means runs are selected at random. The result of each kmeans has not any effect in others. In previous study the ensemble
members obtained completely independent. The propose methods
in this paper use the previous result of ensemble members to
generate the next ensemble members. Selecting one sample from
each cluster of previous result and selecting k samples which have

minimum similarity to each other from co-association matrix are
the two proposed method in this paper.
Clarity, simplicity, fast convergence and higher accuracy are the
most important parameters of proposed algorithm.
Experimental results demonstrate that clustering ensemble results
based on these ensemble members are more accurate and faster
than standard k-means with random initial samples in common
datasets.

In k-means algorithm; after each execution of k-means loop, if
there is not a sample whose cluster has been changed during the
previous loop, we stop k-means algorithm. The number of loops
of each execution of k-means algorithm has a high effect on the
speed of k-means algorithm. One of the most important
parameters which effects on the speed of k-means is initial
samples of k-means. The experience demonstrates that the initial
samples of k-means have a great effect not only in the number of
k-means loops but also in the accuracy of clustering.
It has been reported that the solutions obtained from the k-means
are dependent on the initialization of cluster centers [14,15]. In
the first step of k-means algorithm, we must select k initial
samples which k is the number of clusters. If there are k real
clusters, then the chance of selecting one sample from each
cluster is small. The chance is relatively small when the number
of the clusters is large.
If k clusters have equal samples (n), then the chance of selection
of one sample from each cluster is:
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Clustering ensemble consists of two major steps, generating
partitions (ensemble members) and consensus function which
obtains the final partition. Previous clustering ensemble
algorithms usually use some independent runs of k-means in
generating partitions. They usually use k-means to generate
partitions. The initial samples of the k-means runs are selected at
random. We introduce the method which selects the initial
samples according to the previous k-means results.
In generating ensemble members, the first ensemble member uses
the standard k-means with random initial samples. But other
ensemble members use the previous result of k-means algorithm
to select the initial seed points. The initial points for execution i is
selected from the results of execution i-1 of k-means result. The
initial points are selected from different clusters of previous
result. After each execution of k-means we select one sample
from each cluster at random for next k-means.
Experimental results demonstrated that higher accuracy and
higher speed are obtained by proposed algorithm.

Input: Di (Data points) , K (Number of Cluster) and
(1)

Where α , is the number of ways to select one samples from each
cluster and

The proposed methods refine the initial samples of k-means
algorithm without any increasing in time complexity. Using
previous k-means results and using co-association values are the
two proposed method.
2.1. Selecting initial samples from previous results

2. Fast Convergence Clustering Ensemble

p=

The two proposed method support both high accuracy and high
speed without decreasing the number of ensemble members and
without increasing the complexity time in clustering ensembles.

is the number of ways to select k samples.

There are many methods which select the initial samples
intelligently [14, 16, 17]. They study the whole feature spaces to
select k initial samples. In previous studies, they tried to refine
initial samples for one execution of k-means algorithm. They
should study the feature space and select the initial samples using
probabilistic method. Therefore, they increase the complexity of
their algorithms considerably.

N(The Number of Partitions )
Output: N Ensemble Members
For i=i , i <N
if i = 1 then
begin
seed points = select K initial samples at random;
do standard k-means;
end
else

In proposed algorithm we introduce two methods for selecting the
initial samples of k-means intelligently. The proposed methods
can only be used in clustering ensembles methods. In clustering
ensembles, some independent execution runs of k-means are
done, which are named as ensemble members, and the final
partitions are obtained from the ensemble by using some
deterministic algorithms, such as majority vote or average
linkage.
Clustering ensemble has a higher accuracy than single clustering
algorithm, such as k-means. The most negative aspect of
clustering ensemble is time complexity. Previous studies tried to
decrease the time complexity by decreasing the number of
ensemble members. The method which has a high accuracy with
lower number of ensemble members is the goal of researches.

begin
seed points = select K initial points from
previous k-means results;
do standard k-means;
end
end
Figure 1.The proposed algorithm.
2.2. Selecting initial samples from co-association matrix
The last step of clustering ensembles is consensus function. There
are many types of consensus function such as hypergraph
partitioning [1, 6], voting approach [8, 18, 19], quadratic mutual

information algorithm [20] and co-association based functions [2,
21, 22].
In co-association based functions (also pair wise approach) the
consensus function operates on the co-association matrix. Let D
be a data set of N data points in d-dimensional space. The input
data can be represented as an N × d pattern matrix or N × N
dissimilarity matrix, potentially in a non-metric space. Suppose
that X={X1… XB} is a set of bootstrap samples or sub samples of
input data set D. A chosen clustering algorithm is run on each of
the samples in X that results in B partitions P = {P1,…, PB}. Each
component partition in P is a set of clusters
P i = {C 1i , C 2i ,...C Ki ( i ) } , X i = C 1i U C 2i .... U C ki ( i ) and k(i) is
the number of clusters in the i-th partition .

1 B
∑ ϕ ( Pi ( x), Pi ( y))
B i =1

Co-association (x, y) =

execution are saved. Table 2 shows the experimental results of the
standard k-means on proposed data sets. The total number of kmeans loops and the average error rate of k-means for 100
independent executions when initial samples has been selected at
random or when initial samples has been selected from previous
results (SIPR) are reported in Table 2.
The results in Table 2 are individual accuracy of k-means results
in both situations. Table 2 shows that not only the ensemble
members in SIPR are more accurate than standard k-means but
the ensemble members’ loops are less than standard k-means. For
example in Iris data set the loop count has been reduced to 37.5
from 46.2.
Table2.the average of miss classification samples and loop
count of 100 individual ensemble members

1 if a = b

ϕ(a, b) =

Standard
k-means

SIP
R

Loop count

46.2

37.5

Miss
classification
Samples

34

18

Loop count

46.1

40.2

Miss
classification
Samples

59

50

Loop count

24.8

22.6

Miss
classification
Samples

17

13

Dataset

0 if a ≠ b

(2)

Similarity between a pair of objects simply counts the number of
clusters shared by these objects in the partitions {P1,…, PB}.
Numerous hierarchical agglomerative algorithms (criteria) can be
applied to the co-association matrix to obtain the final partition,
including Single Link (SL), Average Link (AL), Complete Link
(CL) and voting k-means.
As mentioned above, after each execution of k-means, the coassociation matrix is updated. High value in co- association
matrix means more similarity and vise versa. Therefore we select
k samples which have low similarity with each other. The low
similarity or low value in co-association matrix guaranties that the
selective samples are not in same clusters. Experimental results
demonstrated that higher accuracy and higher speed are obtained
by proposed algorithm.

3. Experimental results
The experiments were performed on several data sets, including,
three data sets from the UCI repository, “Iris”, “Wine”,
“Soybean”. A summary of data set characteristics is shown in
Table1.
Table-1 (Datasets which use in our article)

Dataset

Number of
samples

Number
of cluster

Feature
count

iris

150

3

4

Soybea
n

47

4

35

Wine

178

3

13

In this step, the standard k-means is run for 100 times with
random initial samples and intelligent initial samples. The number
of loops and the number of misclassified samples of each

Iris

Wine

Soybean

Therefore it can be expected that the clustering ensemble based
on these ensemble members is more accurate than previous
models.
Table 3 shows both the number of loops and the number of miss
classification samples in proposed data set when clustering
ensemble is applied to different ensemble members. Three
different ensemble members are proposed, standard k-means
which generates the ensembles members with random initial
samples, the k-means whose initial samples are selected from
previous results (SIPR) and the k-means whose initial samples are
selected from co-association matrix (SICM). Co-association
matrix along with average linkage has been used as consensus
function.
Table 3 shows that the clustering ensemble with SICM members
is more accurate than others and clustering ensemble with SIPR
ensemble members is more accurate than standard k-means. This
means that we have obtained more accurate and faster clustering.
Since SICM uses all previous results to select the initial samples,
the SICM has the better results than previous proposed methods.
Clarity, simplicity, fast convergence and higher accuracy are the
most important parameters of proposed algorithm. Time
complexity in large data sets with high dimension and real time
systems is the vital parameter. Therefore, the proposed algorithm
can be applied to these data sets in different situations to improve

the final results significantly. The proposed algorithm can only be
used in clustering ensemble algorithms
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Dataset
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Loop count
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Miss classification
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